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The Very Finest in European Designed ~ German Engineered Windows, Doors & Ornamental Ironworks
OUR MISSION: We start with over 30 years of innovative improvement and development, taking the best of the best then designing
and efficiently manufacturing the highest product quality with all the options in Custom Windows, Doors and Ironworks. Next, we
believe GRüNBURG Custom products are an exceptional brand with broad product offerings, energy efficient, all at an equally
exceptional value. And lastly, we are committed to great service and personal loyalty to our clients, following through with an
excellent warranty for your projects. We offer sophistication in windows and doors, superior quality with surprising affordability.

Exterior Options - All Aluminum 4000 SERIES, Aluminum clad, wood stain,
and natural wood offering designers a distinctive look with multiple options:

Aluminum Clad/Wood - GRüNBURG offers extruded aluminum cladding in 33
standard or specialty colors, and offers custom color match from a designer's
sample, all absolutely innoxious paint which is environmentally friendly, perfect
to the touch with outstanding performance. MEISTER DEBRIDGE 3000 SERIES

Natural All Wood - For that custom quality, elegant, and luxurious feel we
offer natural wood products in American White Oak. These all-wood products
(both interior and exterior) showcase the distinctive warmth and beauty of wood for the finest luxury residential and commercial
applications. IMPRESS 5000 SERIES

Sophisticated Design with Superior Quality - Our specially designed windows and doors
are made to order, with your individual specifications and design requirements all with
ROTO tilt and turn performance. Each product is crafted to fill the order criteria and is never
from a stockpile of inventory.
Made with the finest, double glazing; our standards are built with 5mm Low-E +12A + 5mm,
tempered glass, with our superior High Energy Ratings of U Factors <.22 and SHGC <.25 and
high quality EPDM rubber gaskets with argon gas and warm edge glazing system. The main
properties and results of EPDM are its outstanding heat, ozone and weather resistance,
durability and excellent insulating properties.
Product enhancements may include needs such as special sizing, custom paint, triple glazing
bullet-proof glass, tinted glass, energy performance products, and coastal units. Specializing
New Construction and Replacement windows and doors for projects of all eras, GRüNBURG
Windows, Doors and Ironworks will tailor-make products for your
very individualized project.

Featuring Precision ROTO German Engineered Hardware

Our precision German-engineered
hardware by ROTO combines durability (multi-point locking system) with unsurpassed beauty and safety
in every handle set. Multi-point locking systems are the standard of excellence by keeping door panels straight and maintaining
gasket contact. Our hardware is essential to our goal of providing the best in high performance windows and doors for architects,
builders and homeowners.

MEISTER 3000 Debridge Series in Wood/Clad
Featuring our European Tilt & Turn Design
When choosing new windows, the function of the window is just as
important as the aesthetic aspects. Here we have collected some facts
and information to help you make the right choice, to choose the window
that is the best for your needs. From considering which material is the
right choice for the frame to the cost-effectiveness of the thermal
insulation and noise protection, to security aspects and safety, the
following is valuable information about windows.
The Tilt & Turn window is both our specialty and a European
staple, used in homes occupied by multiple generations.
Available in various sizes and styles, Tilt & Turn windows are able
to handle most every climate, from humid summers to frigid
winters. Thermal transferability starts from the outside. Your
first line of defense in the Tilt & Turn window is thick, durable
multiple air chambers in the frame which prevent colder air from
being transferred to the middle air chamber. This creates a dead
air lock which doesn’t allow either the cold or warmth to win the
battle.
A thinner, secondary wall further helps stop cold from getting into your
house. All of our Tilt & Turn windows feature Low-E energy efficient 5 mm
glass (LOW-E5) Opening windows on a hot summer day instead of
cranking the AC is a noble gesture but not necessarily an efficient one. It
creates air flow but not air exchange. Simply put, if you open multiple
non-Tilt & Turn windows in your home on a hot day, only a path of air
traveling through your house will be replaced by cooler air, not all of it.
When you open a Tilt & Turn window, there is a redistribution of air
pressure in the room whereby the hottest (and highest pressure) air near
the ceiling escapes outside, with cooler air entering through the side of
the window, cooling the whole room. Air flow only removes air in that
stream; air exchange changes all the air in the room. Our 5 mm glass with
Low-E coatings also blocks harmful UV rays which fade furniture and
carpets, and deflects solar heat rays.
Why should rooms be ventilated?
The purpose of room ventilation is to exchange the moist inside
air with the drier outside air. But reducing the humidity is not the
only task that modern ventilation systems need to fulfill, since a
continuous and sufficient supply of fresh air is important for the
inhabitants as well. Thus, the following criteria need to be met.
The window can be tilted inwards for optimal, draft-free
ventilation. This position is restricted to no more than 150mm
and is secured to prevent intruders from getting in, leaving you
and your property safely protected. The tilt position of a Tilt &
Turn window is best for ventilation. The outside air is channeled
through the sides of the window, while hotter air that rises
escapes through the top.
Safety and Security - Your personal living space is a precious commodity.
It is a basic need of everybody to protect it and safeguard the quality of
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life. Here windows and doors assume key importance. They not only provide coziness, keep noise outside, and help to save energy
costs – burglar resistant windows also protect your home from forced entry by strangers. These windows give you the good feeling
of security. With these you enhance and maintain an essential part of your living quality, and protect what is important to you. There
are no gaps between the frame and the sash where any
intruder can insert a tool to forcibly open
the window. Tilt & Turn windows meet resistance class 2 in its
capacity to resist forced entry. Our
superior ROTO German Engineered Multi-point locking system
also add to the security.

Debridge Technology offers Superior Thermal Insulation
The ever-increasing demands for better cold and heat retention have motivated profile systems manufacturers to increase the
insulating qualities of our products. One of the main goals of this development program was to achieve heat transfer coefficients
equal to the glazing. In the beginning, the goal was to improve the insulation factor. GRüNBURG Meister 3000 Debridge design not
only to meets the requirements of architectural aesthetics and architectural features, but also give
more consideration to energy saving building design, fully reflects the current popular international
architectural design three principles: "openness and communication, comfort and nature,
environmental protection and more efficient energy savings.

What is “debridged” and what are the benefits?
The process of debridging removes a minimum of 5mm of metal, creating a break in excess of the requirements of the formal
definition of a thermal break. A barrier channel is “debridged”, meaning a separation is created between the inner and outer
surfaces of the frames. It’s sophisticated, mature technology makes it energy more efficient and energy cost effective.

We specialize in oversized folding, sliding and
pocket doors in wood, wood/clad or all
aluminum clad with heavy-duty European
hardware that will endure time and weather.

All Aluminum or Wood/Clad Folding Doors

Lift and Slide and Center Opening

GRüNBURG Commercial Aluminum 4000 Series
Our Commercial Series is also available in Anodized Aluminum. The process of aluminum anodizing adds a layer of oxidation to
aluminum extrusion products. Unlike iron or carbon steel where oxidation creates a layer of corrosion or rust, the anodizing process
actually enhances the properties of aluminum. The hard, oxidized layer becomes a part of the aluminum, creating numerous
beneficial properties.
Benefits of Aluminum Anodizing
Aluminum anodizing enhances the advantageous characteristics of aluminum in several ways:


Durability: Since anodized aluminum extrusion products have a protective layer, they are more resistant to wear from
normal handling and usage.



Finishing: The process creates a more aesthetically pleasing finish, with either a clear or colourized appearance.



Corrosion resistance: The thick outer coating produced, along with proper sealing, increases the corrosion resistivity of the
surface as it prevents further oxidization.



Lasting Color: The color finish added to anodized aluminum is more enduring due to the surface obtaining more adhesive
and porous qualities during the anodizing process. The resulting anodic film coating allows for effective dyeing processes to
be applied.



Strength: The anodized aluminum surface is harder than pure aluminum, second only to diamonds with respect to its hard
crystalline structure.

GRüNBURG Meister 3000 Series Wood/Clad Tilt-Turn Sample (left)

GRüNBURG Commercial 4000 Series Anodized Aluminum Fixed Sample (right)

